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During a severe accident in a nuclear reactor, the molten core—or corium—may be
relocated into the reactor vessel’s lower plenum in case of core support plate failure. The
severe accident management strategy for In-Vessel Retention—or IVR—consists in
stabilizing the corium within the reactor pressure vessel by external cooling of the
vessel’s lower head. If now, the vessel fails due to excessive thermal loading on its
walls, the Ex-Vessel Retention—or EVR—strategy is adopted. In this case, the core melt
stabilization can be achieved by effective corium spreading, either in the reactor vessel
cavity or in a dedicated “core-catcher”, and cooling by water. The success of both
strategies highly depends on the corium behavior at high temperatures, conditioning
vessel’s integrity for IVR, and promotion for the spreading of the EVR. This involves a variety
of fundamental mechanisms closely related to heat andmass transfer regimes prevailing at
the system scale, which requires further analytical and experimental insight to determine
the primary mechanisms and feed themodeling tools, allowing the numerical simulations of
severe accident scenarios.

Within the framework of corium characterization at high temperatures, the present study
aims at filling the lack of such fundamental data as density, surface tension, liquidus and
solidus temperatures, and viscosity. In order to accurately measure these properties at
high temperatures, the VITI facility is designed with various configurations. Concerning IVR,
the influence of density and surface tension is particularly highlighted through VITI-SD and
VITI-MBP configurations, and practical applications of experimental results are finally
discussed, in link with the focusing effect issue at the thin upper metallic layer of the corium
pool. Concerning EVR, the properties of interest are solidus/liquidus temperature and
dynamic viscosity, and typical experimental results obtained through VITI-VPA and VITI-
GFL configurations are discussed in view of characterizing corium spreading.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Following the Fukushima Daiichi accident, safety studies have
been performed: families of initiators have been re-evaluated, and
several assessment analyses have been performed, including
response to severe accident conditions, mitigation tools, and
coping time (Baek, et al., 2017; Song, 2021). International
programs have been devoted to the understanding and
modeling of the Fukushima Daiichi severe accident
(Nakayoshi, et al., 2020; Pellegrini, et al., 2020).

Even if the overall severe accident phenomenology is relatively
well-known, the complex coupling of physical mechanisms and
their modeling involving corium progression can generate
discrepancies for severe accident calculation assessment. As an
example, let us mention the various calculations of the
Fukushima Daiichi accident as predicted by different severe
accident integral codes (Pellegrini, et al., 2016). Such
discrepancies have been recently reduced by taking the same
physical properties in all participating codes (Pellegrini, et al.,
2022).

The lack of reliable knowledge of corium properties is certainly
one of the major sources of uncertainties. This issue can be
highlighted through the case study of the mitigation approaches
called the In-vessel retention (IVR) (Bakuta, et al., 2015; Fichot,
et al., 2020) and ex-vessel retention (EVR) (Journeau, et al., 2005)
strategies. Specific severe accident phenomena such as fuel
coolant interaction and steam explosion could damage the
containment building and lead to fission product release.
Accurate knowledge of corium properties has been identified
as a major issue, which must be addressed to ensure reliable
nuclear safety for pressurized water reactors (Piluso, et al., 2017).

During a severe accident in a nuclear reactor, the molten
core—or corium—may be relocated into the reactor vessel’s lower
plenum in case of core support plate failure. Different Severe
Accident Management (SAM) strategies have been proposed for
the current fleet and new-built reactors in which the molten core
retention is to be achieved either in-vessel or ex-vessel (Fischer,
et al., 2016; Amidu, et al., 2022). The severe accident management
strategy for IVR consists in stabilizing the corium within the
Reactor Pressure Vessel (RPV) by external cooling of the vessel’s
lower head (Ma, et al., 2016). The success of the IVR strategy
highly depends on corium behavior at the lower head scale. This
behavior involves a variety of mechanisms in link with heat and
mass transfer at the pool scale. Such phenomena may lead to the
stratification of the corium pool, as observed in MASCA
(Tsurikov, 2007) and RASPLAV (Asmolov and Tsurikov,
2000) experiments, performed in the framework of OECD
projects, and CORDEB (Fichot, et al., 2022), an EU project. In
particular, the formation of a “thin” light metal layer on top of the
stratified corium pool, in direct contact with the vessel wall, may
deeply alter corium pool topology. As shown hereafter, the so-
called “focusing effect” (concentration of the heat flux in a
thermally conductive metallic layer) is of primary interest
regarding vessel integrity and requires further analytical and
experimental insight to determine the fundamental
mechanisms. A recent benchmark exercise (Carénini, et al.,
2017) involving integral code-based sensitivity analyses has

demonstrated the major impact of light metal layer properties.
In this configuration, the sign of surface tension temperature
coefficient dσ/dT will play an important role in the
Bénard–Marangoni current at the free surface atop the thin
layer, impacting thus convection patterns, as shown hereafter.

In case IVR cannot be guaranteed, EVR is adopted. In the case
of EVR through the Concrete Cavity [EVRCC, (Amidu, et al.,
2022)], there are two options depending whether the cavity is
filled or not by water at the time of the vessel melt-through. In the
case of a wet cavity (Fischer, et al., 2016), the corium jet
fragments, a process largely controlled by surface tension
(Thakre, 2015), and forms a debris bed that will be cooled by
the surrounding water. In addition, surface tension will also play
an important role, for example, in oxide-metal ex-vessel
configurations (stratification and emulsion). If water cooling is
revealed to be impossible, the concrete basemat will be ablated
because of continuing Molten Core Concrete Interaction (MCCI)
(Farmer, et al., 2016). In case of an initially dry cavity, the MCCI
starts and water flooding is activated with the goal of arresting
concrete ablation (Bonnet, et al., 2017). For other types of nuclear
reactors based on a so-called “core-catcher” approach, for
example, the European Pressurized Reactor (EPR), the core
melt stabilization is achieved by designing a core-catcher in a
dedicated lateral compartment (Fischer, 2004). The melt
discharge from the RV cavity to the core-catcher requires
effective corium spreading before flooding to reduce the heat
flux due to the corium decay heat. Spreading is controlled by the
coupling of melt solidification with hydrodynamics through the
evolution of its rheology (Journeau, 2006). It is, thus, of prime
interest to determine the evolution of viscosity as a function of
melt temperature and composition and characterizing accurately
the different phase transitions experienced by corium mixtures.

Consequently, the previous observations enhance the necessity
to access reliable measurements of density, surface tension,
liquidus and solidus temperatures, and viscosity for achieving
a consistent modeling of the actual corium flow topology. These
issues are addressed in this study in order to bridge the gap
between numerical simulations and actual corium thermal-
hydraulics.

In the recent years, the VIscometer Temperature Installation
(VITI) experimental facility of the CEA Cadarache PLINIUS
prototypic corium platform (Journeau, et al., 2022) has been
upgraded, conferring it the status of a versatile apparatus,
dedicated to the investigation of fundamental phenomena
linked to severe accident issues. Among other topics, this
upgrade has made possible the high-temperature
characterization of the corium properties of interest, each
linked to a specific configuration of VITI. In this article, the
unique capabilities of VITI are highlighted within the scope of
both IVR and EVR. On the one hand, in Section 2, the focus is
placed on the measurements of the surface tension and density of
liquid metals at high temperatures for IVR through the VITI-SD
and VITI-MBP configurations, respectively. The typical results
that can be obtained are then discussed through the prism of the
focusing effect issue. On the other hand, in Section 3, the case
study of corium spreading is investigated for EVR, involving
rather the solidus/liquidus temperatures and dynamic viscosity of
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oxide mixtures that are measured through the VITI-VPA and
VITI-GFL configurations, respectively.

2 MEASURING THE SURFACE TENSION
ANDDENSITY OF LIQUIDMETALS AT HIGH
TEMPERATURES FOR IN-VESSEL
RETENTION: THE VITI-SD AND VITI-MBP
EXPERIMENTS

As previously introduced, in order to properly describe the
thermal-hydraulics of the upper layer, there is a need for
experimental data about the density and surface tension of
liquid steels at high temperatures. In French PWR, the vessel
is made of 304L austenitic stainless steel and 16MND5 (A508)
ferritic steel, while the internal structure of the core is made of 316

and 304L austenitic stainless steel. Concerning surface tension, a
review of the existing literature (Dubberstein, et al., 2015; Brooks,
et al., 2005; Egry and Brillo, 2009; Matsumoto, et al., 2005)
underlines a significant dispersion of surface tension
measurements from both qualitative and quantitative
viewpoints, in link with experimental uncertainties on σ, T,
and the sample’s composition. Concerning the latter, the
major impact of such minor components as sulfur must be
taken into account, given their potential influence on the
evolution of σ(T) (Mills, and Brooks, 1994). Moreover, to our
knowledge, there seems to be no available data above the
temperature of 1800°C, in link with the significant
vaporization of steel occurring around this threshold
temperature. Finally, for 16MND5-grade, the data are missing
for both density and surface tension.

The VITI facility is used to provide such new data at high
temperatures for the density and surface tension of the liquid

FIGURE 1 | Overall layout of VITI-SD configuration (Chikhi, et al., 2019). 1: liquid droplet; 2: substrate; 3: substrate support; 4: susceptor; 5: susceptor support; 6:
fins; 7: global support; 8: thermal shield; 9: inductor; 10: windows; 11: confinement vessel; 12: generator; 13: pyrometers; 14: camera; 15: data bus; 16: acquisition PC;
17: imaging PC; 18: monitoring.
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steels of interest. On the one hand, the Sessile
Droplet—SD—technique is used for the measurement of
density ρ, and on the other hand, the Maximum Bubble
Pressure—MBP—is used for the proper estimation of σ.

2.1 VITI-SD Configuration and Density
Measurements
2.1.1 Experimental Layout
The VITI-SD general layout is displayed in Figure 1. The liquid
droplet 1) rests on a dedicated plane substrate 2), made of yttria-
stabilized zirconia, chosen for its chemical inertia with liquid steel
at high temperature, and the drop-substrate system bears on the
substrate support 3).

The whole system is heated by the so-called indirect induction
method: the water-cooled inductor 9), connected to the power
generator 12), is electromagnetically coupled with the so-called
susceptor 4), which is supported by 5). The susceptor heats the
sample up to the target temperature by radiative heat transfer.
The thermal shield 8) is placed around the susceptor in order to
decrease thermal losses and minimize temperature gradients at
sample scale in the High-Temperature Chamber—HTC. The
whole assembly lies upon thermal fins 6) for heat dissipation
and, finally, on the global support 7). The experiments are carried
out within the water-cooled confinement vessel 14) in an inert
atmosphere of argon, in slight overpressure. The bichromatic
video pyrometer 13) and the camera 14) allow for droplet imaging
through adequate windows 10) and holes designed in the HTC.
Finally, the whole acquisition data are collected by the data bus
15) and sent to the data acquisition computer 16), in parallel to
the imaging computer 17), for sample monitoring 18).

2.1.2 Experimental Procedure, Measurement
Principle, and Uncertainties
The original samples consist of specifically machined cylindrical
pellets, whose both typical diameter and height are around 5 mm.
Then, samples are mechanically polished, exposed to a chemical
attack, and stored in acetone to avoid adverse oxidation prior to
experimental tests. The average chemical compositions of the two

studied alloys are measured before (as received) and after VITI-SD
measurements (as tested). Spark spectrometers are used for general
analysis of chemical composition by ICP-AES. Carbon, oxygen,
sulfur, and nitrogen are measured with elementary combustion
analyzers. Then, the initial atmosphere in the VITI confinement
vessel is removed after several vacuum pumping/argon cleaning
and monitored with a dedicated oximeter prior to the test. The
induction heating is then started, and the sample is gradually
heated with a 50°C/min temperature ramp until it reaches a liquid
state, typically after a few dozen minutes (Figure 2).

At a given temperature of the aforementioned liquidus, the
imaging system allows to take high-resolution pictures of the
sessile droplet, as shown Erreur ! Source du renvoi introuvable.
The sample is weighed before and after the test to ensure its mass
m remains constant. By means of classical contour fitting
techniques (Hoorfar, and Neumann, 2006), the droplet volume
V can be determined, and thus density can be easily estimated: by
definition, ρ � m/V. Then, other temperatures can be investigated
to determine ρ(T), up to the threshold of significant evaporation,
and if required, beyond this threshold by extrapolation.

The sources of systematic uncertainty for densitymeasurements at
high temperatures are scaling uncertainty—linked to the resolution of
the imaging system—leading to an error in volume estimation and
temperature uncertainty. Mass uncertainty is negligible, given the
weighing accuracy. Following JCGM 100 (2008), and according to
Delacroix, et al. (2022), the relative systematic uncertainty associated
with VITI-SD density measurements is about 1% when the
experimental setup is carefully prepared.

2.1.3 Experimental Results
The measurements corresponding to six experimental tests are
shown in Figure 3. The results clearly indicate a linear decrease of
density with temperature following a linear tendency, as expected.
There is no significant difference between 304LP1 and 304LP4
grades, which are almost identical in composition (except in
minor elements). The density of ferritic steel 16MND5 is slightly
higher than that of austenitic steel, given the larger iron content.
The reproducibility between different samples is quite satisfying
within experimental uncertainty. Additional details—such as
original correlations ρ(T)—can be found in Chikhi, et al.
(2019); Korobeinikov, et al. (2021); Delacroix, et al. (2022), in
the framework of welding pool modeling.

2.2 VITI-MBP Configuration and Surface
Tension Measurements
2.2.1 Experimental Layout
The VITI-MBP general layout is shown in Figure 4. Let us only
introduce the main differences with VITI-SD. Here, the sample
consists of a liquid steel pool 1) placed in a crucible 2). A zirconia-
made capillary tube 3) of radius r is placed above the crucible and
connected with the micrometer translation stage 12), which allows
for the control of capillary immersion depth h into the liquid pool.
A flow meter 13) regulates the argon gas flow in the capillary at a
low gas flow rate. A pressure sensor 14) finally enables the
measurement of pressure difference p between the capillary tip
immersed in the pool and the surrounding atmosphere.

FIGURE 2 | Contour fitting—green line—of liquid steel sessile droplet.
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2.2.2 Experimental Procedure, Measurement
Principle, and Uncertainties
The experimental procedure forMBP tests is similar to the procedure
for SD tests. The difference is that for MBP tests, slices of raw steel
rods are directly used, constituting cylindrical loads whose typical
diameter and height are around 30 and 45mm, respectively. After
atmosphere preparation and starting of induction heating, once the
melting point is reached, the sample melts into a liquid pool, into
which the capillary tube is immersed. The latter is carefullymachined
with high mechanical accuracy to allow for controlled bubbling
inside liquid corium. The tip of the capillary tube is accurately
controlled by means of a dedicated optical test bench: the surface
roughness is assessed, and its inner diameter is determined with
10 µm accuracy, by edge detection after optical calibration.

As detailed in Dubberstein and Heller, (2013), at a given
immersion depth h, typical pressure oscillations p are shown in
the left-hand part of Figure 5. At the very beginning of the bubble
growth process, the curvature radius rb of the new bubble is much
larger than the capillary radius: rb ≫ r. Consequently, a local
pressure minimum is observed, representative from the
hydrostatic pressure inside the pool. Then, the gas bubble
begins to grow at the tip of the capillary tube. The pressure
continuously grows up to a local maximum, for which r � rb,
corresponding to a growth duration tlife. At this local maximum, it
is thus possible to derive the Laplace–Young equation as follows:

p � 2σ
r
+ ρgh,

thus giving access to surface tension σ, provided density ρ is
known. Afterward, further immersion of the capillary tube into
the molten pool allows achieving satisfying statistics, prior to the
investigation of other temperatures. The quality of measurement
results in a linear dependence p(h), as shown in the right-hand
part of Figure 5.

According to the Young–Laplace equilibrium, the main
sources of systematic uncertainty for surface tension
measurements at different temperatures are linked to
geometry—capillary radius r and immersion depth h, pressure
p, density ρ, and temperature T. Once again, following JCGM 100
(2008), and according to Delacroix, et al. (2022), the relative
systematic uncertainty associated with VITI-MBP surface tension
measurements is about 2.5%.

2.2.3 Experimental Results
The results corresponding to six experimental tests are reviewed
in Figure 6. They tend to indicate that the surface tension of all
vessel steel grades under consideration follow a concave parabolic
evolution as a function of temperature. However, the peak of the
parabola differs between grades with low sulfur content [S]—
304LP1 and 16MND5—and the grade with high [S], namely,
304LP4. Moreover, the surface tensions of the three studied steels
are ordered as follows: σ304LP4 < σ304LP1 < σ16MND5.

Elemental analyses—that are not detailed here—confirm the impact
of impurities. Recent articles (Korobeinikov, et al., 2021; Delacroix, et al.,
2022) highlight the decisive role played by both sulfur and oxygen,
acting similarly to surface active agents or surfactants. They tend to favor
the decrease of surface tension values andmay also influence the sign of
dσ/dT at a given temperature T. Additional details—such as original
correlations σ(T)–– can be found in Korobeinikov, et al., (2021);
Delacroix, et al., (2022) as well.

2.3 Discussion About the Influence on
In-Vessel Corium Stratification and the
Particular Issue of Focusing Effect
As previously mentioned, the IVR strategy is a mitigation strategy
where corium is to be retained in the vessel by ex-vessel reactor
vessel cooling by water to avoid vessel-wall melt-through. The

FIGURE 3 | VITI-SD density measurements and comparison with literature for 304L (Korobeinikov, et al., 2021; Kim, 1975).
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success of the strategy mainly depends on the heat flux distribution
at the corium pool interface compared to the Critical Heat Flux
(CHF), above which vessel integrity is not ensured.

As shown on the left part of Figure 7, the corium pool
configuration is rather complex, in link with the existence of
miscibility gaps between the oxide (e.g., UO2-ZrO2) and the
metallic (e.g. light: steel—mainly Fe; heavy: Zr-U) phases.
Three main areas may be roughly distinguished: the molten
oxide pool, possibly surrounded by a solid crust; the heavy
metal layer, at the very bottom of the vessel; and the light
metal layer, on top of the oxide pool.

The presence of this thin upper metallic layer is a major issue.
The heat produced by the decay of fission products in the oxide
pool can be preferentially transferred to the upper metallic layer,
which in turn transfers it to the vessel wall. Assuming high
thermal conductivity of liquid metal compared to the oxide

pool, the main part of the thermal load on the vessel may be
concentrated in the metallic layer, leading to the so-called
“focusing effect” phenomenon.

Historically, stationary IVR studies have been performed to
quantify the thermal load from the molten pool to the vessel wall
(Rempe, et al., 1997; Esmaili and Khatib-Rahbar, 2005;
Theofanous, et al., 1997). More recently, a transient approach
to the stratified corium pool (Seiler, et al., 2007; Zhang, et al.,
2011; Le Tellier, et al., 2015) and a benchmark between different
severe accident scenario codes (Sangiorgi, 2015) pointed out that
the use of conservative assumptions may result in heat fluxes
exceeding the CHF, in link with the focusing effect. If now, we
focus on the thermal-hydraulics of the uppermetallic layer, recent
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) simulations showed that
bulk convection is mainly driven by the Rayleigh–Bénard
instability and lateral recirculation along the cooled vessel wall

FIGURE 4 | Overall layout of VITI-MBP configuration (Delacroix, et al., 2022). 1: liquid pool; 2: crucible; 3: susceptor support; 4: capillary tube; 5: thermal shield; 6:
inductor; 7: windows; 8: confinement vessel; 9: supporting system; 10: generator; 11: pyrometers; 12: µm translation stage; 13: µ-flowmeter; 14: µ-pressure sensor; 15:
data bus; 16: acquisition PC; 17: imaging PC; 18: monitoring.
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(Saas, et al., 2017), for which the evolution of density ρ with
temperature T plays a significant role, along with viscosity as well.
For thin enough metallic layers, the Bénard–Marangoni effect
may also significantly influence the flow topology. As shown in
Figure 7(right), depending on the dependence of surface tension
σ on temperature, the surface flow could either promote or
impede the Rayleigh–Bénard convection. In particular, if σ
decreases with T, the co-current surface and bulk flows will
favor heat extraction at the free surface, thus reducing the
thermal load on the vessel wall (Dang, et al., 2021).

Concerning density, the measurements performed with VITI-
SD shown in Figure 3 can be directly used to feed CFD
simulations of the Rayleigh–Bénard convection patterns
governing the thermal-hydraulics of the upper metallic layer.
The linear decrease with temperature confirms the predicted
orientation of Rayleigh–Bénard cells, with a slight difference in
magnitude expected between the different steel grades according
to the change in temperature coefficients.

Concerning surface tension, in the light of the results shown in
Figure 6, the level of surface tension at the free surface of the top

FIGURE 5 | Principle of VITI-MBPmeasurements at given temperature T . Left: pressure p peak detection at given immersion depth h. Right: linear correlation p(h).

FIGURE 6 | VITI-MBP surface tension measurements and comparison with literature at “low” temperatures for 304L (Korobeinikov, et al., 2021; Delacroix, et al.,
2022). The mass fraction of sulfur [S] and oxygen [O] related to each grade is also indicated.
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metallic layer may significantly vary according to local
composition. As the Bénard–Marangoni surface flow directly
depends on the temperature coefficient of surface tension
dσ/dT, the surface flow could alternatively promote or impede
the Rayleigh–Bénard convection depending on temperature
range and actual melt composition. This means that whether
in transient regime and/or if the free surface experiences
significant thermal (and/or compositional) gradients, the
resulting inflection in the surface tension profile could lead to
complicated flow topologies in the metallic layer stemming from
local surface tension gradient. This amends the conclusion of
Chikhi, et al. (2019) to some extent, where the case dσ/dT> 0
seemed the most probable considering preliminary results.

3 MEASURING THE SOLIDUS/LIQUIDUS
TEMPERATURES AND THE VISCOSITY OF
LIQUID OXIDES AT HIGH TEMPERATURES
FOR EX-VESSEL RETENTION: THE
VITI-VPA AND VITI-GFL CONFIGURATION

Let us now turn to the investigation corium spreading in link with
the EVR strategy. In this case, the VITI facility is used to gain
physical insight about ex-vessel corium phase transitions and
rheology, especially for oxides in the present article. On the one
hand, the Visual Polythermal Analysis—VPA—technique is used
for the measurement of solidus and liquidus temperatures Tsol

and Tliq, respectively. On the other hand, the Gas Film
Levitation—GFL—technique is implemented to give a first
estimate of dynamic viscosity η.

3.1 VITI-VPA Configuration and Solidus/
Liquidus Temperatures
3.1.1 Experimental Layout
The VITI-VPA general layout is shown in Figure 8. The single
difference with VITI-SD configuration is the supporting system,
which defines a field-of-view more convenient for phase

transition detections by the camera focusing on the
(originally) solid corium pellet.

3.1.2 Experimental Procedure, Measurement
Principle, and Uncertainties
The experimental procedure for VPA tests is exactly the same as
for SD tests, except that the solid oxide pellets of corium are
specifically machined in a glove box before transferring them into
the VITI confinement vessel in controlled conditions. Before
reaching high temperatures, the pellets are subjected to heat
treatment for a dozen minutes far below theoretical solidus
(around 500°C) to eliminate residual organic pollution. Once
melted, both high-definition (HD) camera and video-pyrometers
constitute the polythermal imaging system for the VITI-SD tests,
whose typical configuration is shown in Figure 9. Video-
pyrometer 1 focuses on the top of the melting sample, thus
measuring the temperature Tsample, while video-pyrometer 2
focuses on the substrate, thus giving the temperature Tsubstrate.
The HD camera allows for sharp imaging of the substrate/sample
system.

The methodology applied for VITI-VPA experiments derived
from the approach proposed in Bechta (2007) is depicted in
Figure 10. The high-resolution camera allows for a visual online
detection of both solidus and liquidus points, in correlation with
temperature measurements, by scrutinizing the
first—respectively last—evidence of a liquid—respectively
solid—phase at the surface of the sample. This allows us to
define a first “solidus interval” [T−

sol,vid, T
+
sol,vid] – respectively

“liquidus interval” [T−
liq,vid, T

+
liq,vid] – based on imaging

interpretation.
In parallel, the posttreatment of temperature data supplied by

the pyrometers alone, or polythermal analysis, is used as a
complementary measurement procedure. The quantity
corresponding to the temperature difference ΔT � Tsample −
Tsubstrate can be defined from video-pyrometers alone. As
shown in Figure 10, close to both solidus and liquidus
temperatures, the evolution of ΔT shows noticeable inflection
points due to swift changes of surface radiative properties and the
enthalpy difference caused by phase transition. This polythermal

FIGURE 7 | Typical IVR configuration. Left: stratified corium pool and typical transfer phenomena (Ma, et al., 2016). Right: zoom on the Bénard-Marangoni flow at
the surface of the thin upper metallic layer, according to surface tension evolution with temperature (courtesy from R. Le Tellier).
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FIGURE 8 | Overall layout of VITI-VPA configuration (Delacroix, et al., 2019). 1: corium sample; 2: substrate; 3: substrate support; 4: susceptor; 5: susceptor
support; 6: fins; 7: global support; 8: thermal shield; 9: inductor; 10: windows; 11: confinement vessel; 12: generator; 13: pyrometers; 14: camera; 15: data bus; 16:
acquisition PC; 17: imaging PC; 18: monitoring.

FIGURE 9 | Visual Polythermal Analysis (VPA) imaging system of VITI.
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analysis leads to the definition of other temperature intervals,
both for solidus [T−

sol,temp, T
+
sol,temp] and liquidus

[T−
liq,temp, T

+
liq,temp].

The two approaches are then merged through VPA, leading to
the definition of best-estimated intervals for both Tsol and Tliq.
The main sources of systematic uncertainty for solidus/liquidus
measurements are obviously linked to camera resolution for
visual detection and to pyrometer accuracy. According to
Delacroix, et al. (2019), the relative systematic uncertainty
associated with VITI-VPA solidus and liquidus temperature
measurements amounts typically to 3%.

3.1.3 Experimental Results
Let us give an application in link with corium spreading by
discussing the results originally presented in Delacroix, et al.
(2019) and shown Figure 11. The solidus and liquidus
temperatures of various CSM mixtures (confidential

composition) are measured according to the mass fraction of
the corium. Obviously, the addition of sacrificial material to
corium significantly lowers liquidus temperatures and solidus
temperatures to a lesser extent. The reader may find additional
details in Delacroix, et al. (2019), including comparisons with
thermodynamic calculations.

3.2 VITI-GFL Configuration and Viscosity
Measurements
3.2.1 Experimental Layout
The VITI-GFL general layout is shown in Figure 12. Let us
only introduce the main differences with VITI-SD. Here, the
liquid drop 1) is levitated on the lower diffuser 2) made of
porous graphite, avoiding contact with the substrate by means
of a thin gas film. The upper diffuser 5) can be vertically
translated and constitutes the mobile actuator enabling droplet

FIGURE 10 | Principle of visual polythermal analysis.
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relaxation for measuring dynamic viscosity η. This
configuration minimizes the potential chemical interaction
between the melt and its environment (substrate or crucible
in other configurations).

3.2.2 Experimental Procedure, Measurements
Principle, and Uncertainties
The experimental procedure for GFL tests is almost the same as
for SD tests. The main challenge is to ensure the correct levitation
of the sample, which is specifically machined to assess its stability
at a solid state over the thin gas film and when moving the upper
actuator before heating.

The principle of VITI-GFL measurement is based on the
analysis of droplet relaxation. As shown in Figure 13, the
liquid droplet is initially “at rest”, levitating on the thin gas
film generated by the lower diffuser. Then, the upper diffuser
is drawn closer to the droplet. Once again, a thin gas film avoids
any direct contact between the droplet and the diffuser. The
upper diffuser is translated further downward so that the liquid
droplet apex is subjected to an initial slight deformation of Δh0
from its initial position h0. The upper diffuser is then instantly
moved upward, and the droplet experiences free oscillations. The
time-evolution of droplet apex position h is tracked by means of a
high-speed camera.

Droplet oscillations are governed by the values of the
Ohnesorge number, defined by Oh � η/

�����
σρRS

√
, where RS is

the radius of the equivalent sphere with the same volume as
the liquid droplet. If Oh> 1, the aperiodic mode prevails, while if
Oh< 1, the pseudo-periodic mode prevails—see Figure 13.

In this article, let us only focus on the pseudo-periodic mode.
In this case, the time evolution of droplet apex position h can be
written as follows:

h(t) � h0 + Δh0 exp(− t

τp
) cos(ωt + φ),

where τp,ω, and φ correspond to damping time, angular
frequency, and phase. In practice, this equation is fitted on the
experimental profile. The fitted parameter of interest is τp
because it can be linked to viscosity owing to a variational
approach based on the analogy with damped mechanical
harmonic oscillators (Haumesser, et al., 2002) deriving from
Chandrasekhar formalism (Chandrasekhar, 1970). In fact,
τp � f(geometry, ρ, σ, η). Density and surface tension being
determined apart, for example, by VITI-SD and VITI-MBP
experiments, it is thus possible to estimate the dynamic
viscosity of the liquid sample.

As for VITI-SD, the main sources of systematic uncertainty for
viscosity measurements at high temperatures are scaling
uncertainty—linked to the resolution of the imaging
system—leading to an error in apex location detection limit
and temperature uncertainty. According to Grishchenko and
Piluso (2011), the relative systematic uncertainty associated
with VITI-GFL density measurements can amount to 10%;
given the difficulty to properly track the exact position of the
droplet apex, the magnitude of the initial deformation being
restricted in order to apply the model based on the underlying
linear perturbation theory.

3.2.3 Experimental Results
An application of VITI-GFL measurements is given in
Figure 14, where prospective results are obtained for pure
alumina Al2O3 and for the zirconia–alumina eutectic
composition ZrO2 (42.5 wt%)-Al2O3. First, the addition of
zirconia to alumina at eutectic composition allows decreasing

FIGURE 11 | VITI-VPA solidus and liquidus temperature measurements, according to corium content in Corium-Sacrificial Material (CSM)mixtures (Delacroix, et al.,
2019).
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FIGURE 12 | Overall layout of VITI-GFL configuration (Grishchenko and Piluso, 2011). 1: drop; 2: lower diffuser; 3: screwing system; 4: lower diffuser holder; 5:
upper diffuser; 6: upper diffuser holder; 7: susceptor; 8: susceptor holder; 9: fins; 10: global support; 11: thermal shield; 12: inductor; 13: windows; 14: VITI confinement
vessel; 15: generator; 16: pyrometer; 17: high-speed camera; 18: data bus; 19: data acquisition computer; 20: imaging computer; 21: monitoring.

FIGURE 13 | Estimation of dynamic viscosity by droplet apex tracking with VITI-GFL.
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the liquidus temperature—from 2025°C to 1825°. Then, the
viscosity of pure alumina is found significantly larger than
the viscosity of the eutectic composition at a given
temperature for which both are at liquid state.

3.3 Discussion About the Influence on
Ex-Vessel Retention Strategy and the
Particular Issue of Corium Spreading
In the EVR strategy, the surface-to-volume ratio of coriummust
be maximized to increase coolability. In the EPR core catcher
concept (Fischer, et al., 2016), and as a backfit for some Gen 2
reactors (Bonnet, et al., 2016), spreading is a means to reduce the
melt thickness and thus the average heat fluxes to concrete, as
shown Figure 15. Spreading is, indeed, controlled by the melt
properties, mainly kinematic viscosity (Journeau, et al., 2003).
For additional safety improvements in both central and lateral
approaches, sacrificial materials can be used to improve molten
core coolability by effectively spreading the molten core on the
concrete basemat to form a thin layer. The addition of such
sacrificial materials into the melt aims, indeed, at lowering the
viscosity of the resulting Corium-Sacrificial Material (CSM)
mixture and lowering its liquidus temperature compared to
that of mere corium. The influence of liquidus (and solidus)
temperatures—related to phase transitions—and viscosity and
their measurements are also discussed in this article.

As shown in Figure 11, the VITI-VPA measurements
clearly demonstrate that the addition of judicious sacrificial
material to corium significantly lowers liquidus temperatures.
The decrease of liquidus temperature obviously promotes
corium spreading: the longer corium remains at a liquid
state, the further it will spread. At the reactor scale, this
validates the choice of the sacrificial material under
consideration as it will be gradually incorporated into the
melt while interacting with corium, thus delaying its
freezing and favoring spreading.

Now, concerning viscosity, and by analogy with the CSM
issue, considering in Figure 14 that alumina stands for corium
and zirconia for sacrificial material, one could conclude that the

addition of relevant materials into the melt may not only
succeed in altering phase transitions but may also deeply
influence corium rheology. A first simplified approach could
assume the following statement: if dynamic viscosity follows the
same trend as solidus/liquidus temperatures, then it is a two-
fold positive effect for corium spreading. If not, then a
competition shall occur between the thermodynamic and
thermophysical properties.

4 CONCLUSION

Within the framework of corium characterization at high
temperatures, a consistent approach has been proposed in
the present article in order to fill the lack of such
fundamental data as density, surface tension, liquidus and
solidus temperatures, and viscosity. The discussion highlights
the prominent role played by such properties in the physical
mechanisms governing the behavior of corium, when applied to
In-Vessel Retention—IVR—and Ex-Vessel
Retention—EVR—strategies. Concerning the IVR mitigation
strategy, in link with the focusing effect issue at the thin
upper metallic layer, the influence of density and surface
tension has been discussed. Concerning the EVR mitigation
strategy, the impact of solidus/liquidus temperatures and
dynamic viscosity on corium spreading has been pointed out

FIGURE 14 | VITI-GFL viscosity measurements of alumina and zirconia-
alumina eutectic, from Grishchenko and Piluso (2011).

FIGURE 15 | Ex-Vessel Retention Strategy and corium spreading over a
large surface, as adapted from Bonnet, et al. (2016).
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for oxide samples. The unique capacities of the VITI facility
have been highlighted: indeed, VITI has been declined into
various configurations, enabling access to the original
experimental measurements for the properties of interest at
high temperatures.

The different configurations of the VITI facility can be
applied to a variety of oxide and metallic corium
compositions representative of nuclear reactor severe
accidents. For instance, if in the present article only metallic
compositions are discussed for the VITI-MBP experimental
setup, the MBP technique has also been applied to oxide
corium compositions, giving access to original data for both
in-vessel (Chikhi, et al., 2021) and ex-vessel (Delacroix, et al.,
2020) corium compositions.

Corium thermophysical property measurements at high
temperatures constitute an experimental issue that is now
addressed by the VITI facility through its different
configurations. The potential high variability of such
properties with temperature prevents from adopting a classical
parametric approach as far as numerical simulations are
concerned. For instance, the viscosity may vary by several
orders of magnitude, depending on the working temperature,
especially considering the large solidification intervals often
associated with such multicomponent systems as corium. It is
most likely that large parts of the domain (composition,
temperature, and pressure) shall remain inaccessible to the
experimental approach. A relevant example is found when
considering the stratified corium pool in the IVR strategy: the
liquid/liquid interfacial tension between the oxide layer and the
metallic layer may be required to compute corium pool thermal
hydraulics (Zanella, et al., 2021), but the MBP approach gives
only access to liquid/gas surface tensions. As proposed, for
example, in Gajavalli and Le Tellier (2022), a modeling
approach allowing to deduce liquid/liquid interfacial tension

from separate surface tension measurements could provide
further physical insight into corium pool topology.

In order to enhance severe accident code simulation reliability
for various nuclear reactor types (PWRs, BWRs, and CANDU),
reliable corium properties both in composition and in
temperature are absolutely needed. Acquiring experimental
thermophysical property data on key properties and corium
compositions should be the first step. The general modeling of
thermophysical properties should be the second step. The final
step would be the building of thermophysical property databases
coupled with severe accident codes. Such kind of approach is
under construction in the frame of national and international
projects.
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